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June's Beautiful Co-Samplers of the Month
A Patriot's Sampler from Midsummer Night Designs and Elizabeth Hudson 1737
The Scarlet Letter

from

For a few more days these two beautiful samplers will enjoy the spotlight ~ and you may save 15% on the
purchase of the materials to add these to your stitching baskets. Please refer to this month's earlier
eNewsletters for full details.

In The Shop

Designer Models from J eannette

Douglas Designs . . .

The absolutely scrumptious "Pineapple Biscornus & Scissors Fob" AND "My Stitching Album" are here for only a very short visit ~ please
plan to come in and see them during their stay. The photography is beautiful, but there's nothing like seeing these in person. We have
the album stitched on the 32c specified and, our favorite, stitched on 40c. You be the judge! There are no words to describe them.
Next week we will publish study groups/stitch-together's for these projects in July.

Loose Feathers #37 ~ "It's Berry Time" ........

... is here, and we are beginning to ship your charts, fabric, and fibers. The beautiful monochromatic on the 30c linen used in the model
calls for 4 skeins of Wild Berries from Crescent Colours. There is an absolutely beautiful alternative in Belle Soie on a gorgeous 40c
Lakeside fabric for those asking for 40c.
If you've been waiting and haven't received your 2009 Loose Feathers materials per your subscriptions, it may be because for some of
you we are still waiting to hear from you confirming that you want to continue to receive these charts + linens + fibers. Please send an email or call (1.888.942.8842) to confirm your order with us.

Last week we received the beautiful hand-turned wooden pincushion bases from
Milady's Needle shown as the bonus in LF#36, "The Simple Things." We have some
available for immediate shipment at $29.

From Liberty Hill ~

"A Stitcher's Companion," ($48 - ND) a beautifully handpainted box filled with handpainted accessories for your needlework pleasure:
threadring, scissors fob, ruler, and 3" First Stitch Finder ~ these have been in the shop for a bit, and those of you who had reserved one
should have received yours, and we have a few remaining extra sets if you'd like to gift yourself with something very special.

From Lizzie Kate . . .

~ a Quick-It, ""Sampling Halloween" ($4.50) ~ and "Stitching Forever" ($4) ~

~ the latest Giggle Boxer ($16) comes with fabric and tiny buttons ~ I LOVE these, but I'd like to see them over 1 on 28c Gingham linen
(there's 4 in the series) ~ and another beautiful Flip-It Series, Merry Christmas By the Letter, begins with the M-E-R-R- and the Y-CH (each leaflet with 2 designs and buttons, $8)

From Deborah Thorpe/Midsummer Night Designs . . .

"Garden Angels" ($9) ~ and "Strawberries for Ewe" ($8)

From Diane Williams/Little House Needleworks . . .

"Two Roosters" ($8) ~ and "Love One Another" ($6), designed in honor of World Vision.

From Tina & Teri/Shepherd's Bush . . .

"Home" ($18 kit) ~ and "Wave" ($24 kit) ~

~ and "Land of the Free" ($11 w/Flag Button) ~ and ""Flag" ($12 kit)

Just Finished In Sandy's Framing Studio . . .

~ Barbara's beautiful over-one samplers. The phone is for proportion. These are stunning!

And, finally, some photos from Sampler Sunday . . .

Denise was visiting in the area from Michigan, and she knew we'd want to see her bevy of biscornus ~ Wow! Many beautifully beaded in
their finishing.

Tedra's recent finishes: Little House designs, the large one over two, the smaller is over one ~ and a beautiful biscornu, with hardanger
and ribbon embroidery on one side and surface embroidery flowers on the other.

Sue's Legacy . . . the ornaments below were stitched before she lost her battle with
breast cancer, and now her husband has given them to a very worthwhile cause: They
will be a part of our 2009 Silent Auction for Breast Cancer Research this November.
All are beautifully stitched, and some need our help. Tedra's first four finished are
shown below ~ and there are others that need volunteers for finishing as well. If you're
interested in donating a bit of your needlework time for this very worthwhile cause,
please let me know and I will put you in touch with Barbara, who is coordinating this
effort. You will see these again in November as part of our Silent Auction.

And here's Susan's beautiful finish of Wild-Heart Designs' beautiful "Blessings Sampler." It is the first
one that I've seen finished ~ and I'll show it to you again, I'm sure, when it comes out of Sandy's Framing
Studio. It is a very special sampler about a very special family relationship that many of us are fortunate
to experience!

And speaking of special family relationships . . .

. . . we were treated to a surprise visit this week from Mike & Deb, one of my younger Wisconsin brothers and his wife, and on Monday
evening we all went to Oregano's and enjoyed their wonderful food ~ and Tyler came across the city with his dad to have some pepperoni
pizza as well (Hannah had gymnastics and couldn't be with us) ~ it was a very special treat for us!

It's time to go pack my bags ~ I am so excited that I can hardly type. It's our annual Portland retreat at
Roz and Lynn's lovely home with the dearest friends that I am privileged to know in this business, Cathe
from Needle in a Haystack, Deb from Stitchville USA, and Jeannine from Acorns & Threads.
Have a wonderful weekend ~ while I'm away I hope to finish the stitching on July's very special Sampler of
the Month to lead off our Christmas in July celebration.
If you wish to be removed from this e-mail database, please respond to this e-mail with "Remove" in the
subject line.
As always, it is my pleasure spending a few hours with you this morning,
Jean Lea
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